1 INTRODUCTION

Meeting opened with Introductions
- Betty Ka from WFP Jakarta
- Paul Arbon new Reports and Information Officer

2 OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

2.1 UPDATE ON HUMANITARIAN HUBS & COORDINATION ACTIVITIES

Humanitarian hubs details as follows:
- Two Mobile Storage Tent at Terminal Air Pacah Jl. By Pass Padang Pariaman, Km. 12, Padang - containing GAA (German Agricultural Aid) tool kits, as well as WHO and MSF-Belgium medical supplies.
- One Mobile Storage at Dinas Kesehatan Office Jl. Perintis Kemerdekaan, Padang
- One Mobile Storage will be erected at Mayor’s office in Pariaman city by Friday 23 October.
- A 5th storage facility is being erected in the Mayor’s office compound, Kota Pariaman.
- PIPELINE: Cluster Head reiterated the need for pipeline data in order to ascertain how many storage facilities are required (and will be required). The information is also important to determine the duration of the temporary storage facilities to be provided by the cluster.

2.2 AGENCY UPDATE

- WFP
  - WFP: 50MT of 1000MT of food supplies to arrive at Bus Terminal storage facility from Saturday 24 October. IOM trucking has been request for further distribution.

- IOM
  - IOM continues to provide 60-65 trucks per day for common use.
  - IOM reports it does not have any of its own assets to report for pipeline, and supports the Cluster call for more visibility over other NGO and agency requirements so that IOM can plan its fleet capacity and duration of their road transport common service.
  - IOM appreciates the support being provided by Agility.
  - IOM to provide matrix / excel spreadsheet of its truck movements including specifics of destinations.
- **IMC**
  a. IMC reports no assets requiring common storage facility at this stage.
  b. In stock they have 8 MT of medical supplies; currently medical case load is being assessed to determine future needs (in terms of medical supplies, storage and transport requirements).
  c. IMC appreciate the IOM trucking service and will continue to rely on it.

- **WFP JKT**
  a. Only one logistics cluster meeting has been held in Jakarta, early in October, attended by approximately 15 agencies/NGOs. The shift in momentum to the affected area, and the establishment of the Padang Logs Cluster largely replaced the JKT Logs Cluster.
  b. JKT Head of Cluster meeting on Monday 19 October was attended by approximately 30 agencies/NGOs. Updates on each cluster were presented. Most discussion centered on funding for the response and the duration of the response.

- **MSF-Belgium**
  a. 70 cubic metres of NFIs (10,000 blankets and 10,000 tarpaulins) arriving today requiring storage. Logs Cluster and MSF-Belgian personnel noted that there was space at the Two Mobile Storage Tent at Terminal Air Pacah, Jl. By Pass Padang Pariaman, Km. 12, Padang
  b. MSF Belgium reported that MSF Spain was still operational in Pariaman, largely in WATSAN and medical. No known storage requirements.

- **BBN Logistics** (clearance and forwarding agent) has cleared and forwarded 3 containers from JKT (cars and medical supplies)

- **AOB**
  a. Logistics Cluster meetings currently held every Tue and Thurs at 09:00. However, owing to the stabilising emergency response, the Cluster is considering reverting to weekly meetings. This will be discussed in the coming meeting.

**Meeting Closed – 9.30am**

Next Logistics Cluster meeting: **NEW VENUE, PADANG WFP OFFICE – Jl. Pattimura No.23 (cnr Jl. Ahmad Yani)**

End.